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ACRONYMS
Term

Definition

AHIMS

Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System

AIE

Australian Industrial Energy

CEMP

Construction Environmental Management Plan

CSSI

Critical State Significant Infrastructure

EP&A Act

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979

LNG

Liquified Natural Gas

ILALC

Illawarra Local Aboriginal Land Council

OEH

Office of Environment and Heritage’s

RAP

Registered Aboriginal Party

SCSB JV

Spiecapag Soletanche Bachy Joint Venture

SEPP

State Environmental Planning Policy

SRD

State and Regional Development
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1. INTRODUCTION

PROJECT BACKGROUND
Australian Industrial Energy (AIE) is developing the Port Kembla Gas Terminal (the Project) which
involves the development of a liquefied natural gas (LNG) import terminal at Port Kembla, south
of Wollongong. The Project will be the first of its kind in NSW and provide a simple and flexible
solution to the State’s gas supply challenges.
The Project has been declared Critical State Significant Infrastructure (CSSI) in accordance with
section 5.13 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) and Schedule 5
of the State Environmental Planning Policy (SEPP) State and Regional Development (SRD). The
project received Infrastructure Approval from the Minister for Planning and Public Spaces on the
29th of April 2019.
The Project comprises four key components:
•

LNG carrier vessels;

•

Floating storage and re-gasification unit;

•

Wharf facilities; and

•

Natural gas pipeline.
A map detailing the location of the proposed terminal and propose pipeline routes is shown below.
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2. PURPOSE AND SCOPE
This protocol has been developed to provide a consistent method for Spiecapag Soletanche Bachy Joint
Venture (SCSB JV) to manage unexpected heritage items (both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal) that may
be discovered during construction of the Project. This protocol applies to all construction activities
associated with the Project to be carried out by the SCSB JV.
This document includes SCSB JV heritage notification obligations under the Heritage Act 1977 (NSW),
National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NSW), Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection
Act 1984 (Cth) and the Coroner’s Act 2009 (NSW).

3. LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS
Legislation and Regulation

Relevance

NSW State
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
(EP&A Act).

Describes the processes for consenting development
in NSW, managing land use and implementing
environmental planning instruments. Describes
certain permitting and licencing streaming and
exclusion provisions that will apply to the work.
This project has been approved under Section 5.19 of
the EP&A Act as Critical State Significant
Infrastructure (CSSI). SSI 9471.

National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NPW)

Provided statutory protection for some aspects of
Aboriginal heritage

National Parks and Wildlife Amendment Act 2010

Introduced changes to Aboriginal cultural heritage
offences

National Parks and Wildlife Regulation 2009

Supporting the Act by regulating for the protection of
Aboriginal land and objects

National Parks and Wildlife Amendment Regulation
2010

Amendments captured under the National Parks and
Wildlife Amendment (Aboriginal Objects and
Aboriginal Places) Regulation 2010

National Parks and Wildlife Amendment (Aboriginal
Object and Aboriginal Places) Regulation 2010

Introduces new inclusions and exclusions with
regards to Aboriginal heritage impacts and
management.

Heritage Act 1977 (Heritage Act)

Provides for the conservation of buildings, works,
archaeological relics and places of heritage value

Heritage Regulation 2012

Supplements the Act by describing the minimum
standards for maintaining heritage items. Also
provides better definition about the classification of
items on state-agency heritage and conservation
register.
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INFRASTRUCTURE APPROVAL REQUIREMENTS
Ref Number

Condition requirements

17

Protection of Heritage Items
The Proponent must ensure the development does not cause any direct or indirect impacts
on heritage items located outside the approved development footprint.

18

Unexpected Finds Protocol – Heritage
Prior to commencement of construction, the Proponent must prepare an Unexpected Finds
Protocol for managing heritage items identified during construction of the development, in
consultation with Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) and the Illawarra Local
Aboriginal Land Council (ILALC), to the satisfaction of the Planning Secretary.

19

Discovery of Human Remains
If human remains are discovered on site, then all work surrounding the area must cease, and
the area must be secured. The Proponent must notify OEH as soon as possible following the
discovery, and work must not recommence in the area until this is authorised by OEH.
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4. TYPES OF UNEXPECTED HERITAGE ITEMS AND THEIR LEGAL PROTECTION
An ‘unexpected heritage item’ means any unanticipated discovery of an actual or potential heritage
item, for which SCSB JV does not have approval to disturb or does not have a safeguard in place
(apart from this procedure) to manage the disturbance.
These discoveries are categorised as either:
(a) Aboriginal objects
(b) Historic (non-Aboriginal) heritage items
(c) Human skeletal remains.
Appendix A includes images of examples of Aboriginal and Historic Heritage items.

ABORIGINAL OBJECTS
The National Park and Wildlife Act 1974 protects Aboriginal objects which are defined as:
“any deposit, object or material evidence (not being a handicraft made for sale) relating to the
Aboriginal habitation of the area that comprises New South Wales, being habitation before or
concurrent with (or both) the occupation of that area by persons of non-Aboriginal extraction, and
includes Aboriginal remains”
Examples of Aboriginal objects include stone tool artefacts, shell middens, axe grinding grooves,
pigment or engraved rock art, burial sites and scarred trees.

HISTORIC HERITAGE
The Heritage Act 1977 protects relics which are defined as:
“any deposit, artefact, object or material evidence that relates to the settlement of the area that
comprises NSW, not being Aboriginal settlement; and is of State or local heritage significance”.
Historic (non-Aboriginal) heritage items may include: Archaeological ‘relics’; Other historic items (i.e.
works, structures, buildings or movable objects).
Relics are archaeological items of local or state significance which may relate to past domestic,
industrial or agricultural activities in NSW, and can include bottles, remnants of clothing, pottery,
building materials and general refuse.

HUMAN SKELETAL REMAINS
Human skeletal remains can be identified as either an Aboriginal object or non-Aboriginal relic
depending on ancestry of the individual (Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal) and burial context
(archaeological or non-archaeological). Remains are considered to be archaeological when the time
elapsed since death is suspected of being 100 years or more.
All bones must be treated as potential human skeletal remains and work around them must stop while
they are protected and investigated urgently.
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5. RESPONSIBILITIES
Role

Responsibility

Project Manager

Ensure the process for unexpected finds is included as part of all site inductions.
Ensure that this protocol is implemented, and all personnel are aware of their
responsibilities.

Construction Supervisor

Ensure this protocol is understood and implemented on site.
Stops works immediately adjacent to any unexpected archaeological finds until
they have been assessed in accordance with this protocol.
Report any unexpected finds to the Project Manager

Aboriginal or Historical
archaeologist

On call to provide professional assistance should there be an unexpected find.

ILALC

On call to provide professional assistance should there be an unexpected find.

All personnel

Be familiar with this protocol and report any unexpected finds to their
construction supervisor or project manager.

6. UNEXPECTED HERITAGE ITEMS PROCEDURE
Step

Action

1

Stop work, protect item and inform the site supervisor

1.1

Stop all work in the immediate area of the item and notify the Project Manager

1.2

Establish a ‘no-go zone’ around the item. Use high visibility fencing, where practical.

1.3

Inform all site personnel about the no-go zone.

1.4

Inspect, document and photograph the item.

1.5

Is the item likely to be bone? Where it is obvious that the bones are human remains, you
must notify the local police by telephone immediately. They may take command of all or
part of the site.
Where human remains are likely to be aboriginal ancestral remains, also contact the OEH on
131 555.

1.6

Confirm with the site environment representative that the site is unexpected and if a permit
is in place

2

Contact and engage an Aboriginal or Historical archaeologist and/or an Aboriginal heritage
consultant

2.1

Contact a qualified Aboriginal or Historical archaeologist to discuss the location and extent
of the item and arrange a site inspection, if required. Preference will be given to using an
archaeologist supplied by the ILALC, should they not have availability, another Aboriginal or
Historical archaeologist may be used.
If requested, provide photographs.
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3

Preliminary assessment and recording of the find

3.1

In a minority of cases, the Aboriginal or Historical archaeologist or LALC Rep may determine
from the photographs that no site inspection is required because no archaeological constraint
exists for the project (e.g. the item is not a ‘relic’, a ‘heritage item’ or an ‘Aboriginal object’).
Any such advice should be provided in writing (e.g. via email) and confirmed by the Project
Manager

3.2

Arrange site access for the Aboriginal or Historical archaeologist/Aboriginal heritage
consultant to inspect the item as soon as practicable.

3.3

Subject to the Aboriginal or Historical archaeologist/Aboriginal heritage consultant’s
assessment, work may recommence at a set distance from the item. Existing protective
fencing established in Step 1 may need to be adjusted to reflect the extent of the newly
assessed protective area. No works are to take place within this area once established.

3.4

The Aboriginal or Historical archaeologist/Aboriginal heritage consultant may provide advice
after the site inspection and preliminary assessment that no heritage constraint exists for the
project (e.g. the item is not a ‘relic’ or a ‘heritage item’ or an ‘Aboriginal item’. Any such advice
should be provided in writing (e.g. via email or letter with the consultant’s name and
company details clearly identifiable) to the Project Manager

3.5

Where required, seek additional specialist technical advice (such as a forensic or physical
anthropologist to identify skeletal remains). The Aboriginal or Historical
archaeologist/Aboriginal heritage consultant can provide contacts for such specialist
consultants.

3.6

Where the item has been identified as a ‘relic’ or ‘heritage item’ or an ‘Aboriginal object’ the
Aboriginal or Historical archaeologist should formally record the item.
Where an Aboriginal object is recorded it must be registered on the Aboriginal heritage
information management system (AHIMS) in accordance with section 89A of the NPW Act.

3.7

OEH (Heritage Division for non-Aboriginal relics and Planning and Aboriginal Heritage Section
for Aboriginal objects) can be notified informally by telephone at this stage by the
Environment and Cultural Heritage Manager. Any verbal conversations with regulators must
be noted on the project file for future reference.
•

OEH Environment Line ph.: 131 555

•

Email: info@environment.nsw.gov.au

Registered aboriginal parties (RAP) will be notified at this point to inform them of
unexpected find.
4

Aboriginal or Historical Archaeologist to prepare management requirements for site

4.1

An archaeological or heritage management plan is developed outlining management actions
to ensure damage to the site is minimised and work can recommence.
This plan will be developed by the Aboriginal or Historical archaeologist in consultation with
the RAP’s, OEH and DPE as required.

5

Notify the regulator, if required.

5.1

If notification is required, complete the template notification letter, including the
archaeological/heritage management plan and other relevant supporting information. For
historical relics a s146 notification form will be required to be submitted to the Heritage
Division.
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5.2

Forward the signed notification letter to OEH and the Secretary.

5.3

A copy of the final signed notification letter, archaeological or heritage management plan
and the site recording form is to be kept on file and a copy sent to the Project Manager

6

Resume work

6.1

The management plan is implemented and the project construction environmental
management plan (CEMP) is updated to reflect any additional controls and requirements

6.2

Seek written clearance to resume project work from the Environment and Planning Manager
and the Aboriginal or Historical Archaeologist/Aboriginal heritage consultant. Clearance
would only be given once all archaeological excavation and/or heritage recommendations
and approvals (where required) are complete. Resumption of project work must be in
accordance with the all relevant project/heritage approvals/determinations.

6.3

If required, ensure archaeological excavation/heritage reporting and other heritage approval
conditions are completed in the required timeframes. This includes artefact retention
repositories, conservation and/or disposal strategies

7. CONTACT DETAILS
Position

Name

Phone Number

Project Manager
Consultant Archaeologist
(02) 4226 3338

Illawarra LALC
OEH: Environment Line

131 555

APPENDIX A
Identifying unexpected heritage items
The following images can be used to assist in the preliminary identification of potential
unexpected items (both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal) during construction and
maintenance works. Please note this is not a comprehensive typology.

Top left hand picture continuing clockwise: Stock camp remnants (Hume Highway
Bypass at Tarcutta); Linear archaeological feature with post holes (Hume Highway
Duplication), Animal bones (Hume Highway Bypass at Woomargama); Cut wooden
stake; Glass jars, bottles, spoon and fork recovered from refuse pit associated with a
Newcastle Hotel (Pacific Highway, Adamstown Heights, Newcastle area).
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Top left hand picture continuing clockwise: Woodstave water pipe with tar and wire
sealing (Horsley Drive); Tram tracks (Sydney); Brick lined cistern (Clyde); Retaining
wall (Great Western Highway, Leura).
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2

Top left hand picture continuing clockwise: Road pavement (Great Western
Highway, Lawson); Sandstone kerbing and guttering (Parramatta Road, Mays Hill);
Telford road (sandstone road base, Great Western Highway, Leura); Ceramic conduit
and sandstone culvert headwall (Blue Mountains, NSW); Corduroy road (timber road
base, Entrance Road, Wamberai).
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Top left hand corner continuing clockwise: Alignment Pin (Great Western Highway,
Wentworth Falls); Survey tree (MR7, Albury); Survey tree (Kidman Way, Darlington
Point, Murrumbidgee); Survey tree (Cobb Highway, Deniliquin); Milestone (Great
Western Highway, Kingswood, Penrith); Alignment Stone (near Guntawong Road,
Riverstone). Please note survey marks may have additional statutory protection under
the Surveying and Spatial Information Act 2002.
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Remnant Bridge Piers

Mine Shaft

Historic fence boundary

Dairy shed

Top left hand corner continuing clockwise: Remnant bridge piers (Putty Road, Bulga); Wooden
boundary fence (Campbelltown Road, Denham Court); Dairy shed (Ballina); Golden Arrow Mine Shaft.
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Top left hand corner: Culturally modified stone discovered on Main Road 92, about
two kilometres west of Sassafras. The remaining images show a selection of stone
artefacts retrieved from test and salvage archaeological excavations during the Hume
Highway Duplication and Bypass projects from 2006-2010.
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